Pedigree investigation of severe hemolytic disease of the newborn caused by rare anti-Jk3
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ABSTRACT

This study was designed to evaluate the molecular and serological features of a newborn with severe hemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN) caused by anti-Jk3, and to further richour understanding of Kidd subgroup genetics using pedigree analysis, which is the first analysis of a Jk null phenotype in China and the first report of severe HDN caused by anti-Jk3. A female baby presented with hyperbilirubinemia (36 μmol/L) on the day of birth. Antibody screening tests using blood samples from the patient and her family indicated that the mother’s plasma contained alloantibodies against high frequency antigens, and the results of direct Coombs test were all negative. Kidd phenotypes were Jk(a-b-), Jk(a-b+), and Jk(a-b+) in the mother, father, and baby, respectively. Kidd genotype was determined by PCR amplification of a single nucleotide polymorphism (838) and all family members were Jk(a-b+). Kidd gene exons 4 to 11 were sequenced to identify potential mutations. Sequencing analysis revealed that c.838 G>A and intron c.3 -78 G>A homozygosity occurred in all family members along with homozygosity and heterozygosity for c.IVS5-1G>A in the mother and newborn, respectively. In conclusion, serological and genetic analyses confirmed that the Jk(a-b-) phenotype was caused by homozygous IVS5-1G>A mutation of the Kidd gene. This result is consistent with that of a previous report and presents a useful diagnostic tool to identify HDN caused by anti-Jk3. A further study is required to identify the effect of intron 3 -78 G>A mutation on phenotype.
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INTRODUCTION

The SLC14A1 locus is located on chromosome 18 at 18q11–q12, spans approximately 30 kb containing 11 exons, and constitutes the Kidd (Jk) blood group system (ISBT009)\cite{1}. The Kidd glycoprotein is a transmembrane protein and functions as a urea transporter. Kidd antigens Jka and Jkb represent a polymorphism and are produced by alleles with Asp280 and Asn280 substitutions, respectively. Jk (a–b−) is a rare null phenotype lacking the high incidence Jk3 antigen. Jk (a–b−) red blood cells are easily identified due to their failure to lyse in 2 M urea, distinguishing them from other Kidd phenotypes with normal urea transporter function\cite{1}.

Natural or transfused immune anti–Jk3 has been identified in people with Jk(a–b−), and anti–Jk3 is responsible for severe immediate and delayed hemolytic transfusion reactions. However, the severe clinical problems of babies born to mothers with anti–Jk3 have not yet displayed with a positive direct Coombs
The aim of this study was to conduct a pedigree investigation of a baby with HDN through serological and molecular analysis of the Kidd protein and SLC14A1 (Kidd) gene. Notably, this is the first study to demonstrate HDN caused by rare anti–Jk3 in Asia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Brief HDN case report

A live female baby, born at term to a 35–year–old mother (gravida 2, para 1) without transfusion records, was admitted to the neonatal unit with hyperbilirubinemia (28 μmol/L), which elevated to (36 μmol/L) after 24 hours. The laboratory investigations concerning the baby were as follows: peripheral blood revealed anemia, the direct Coombs test (DAT) with monoclonal anti-IgG was positive, and DAT with anti–IgM was negative. The baby’s blood group was B, ccDEE, and Jk (a-b+). The mother’s blood group was O, ccDEE, and Jk (a-b-) and the father’s blood group was B, CcDEe, and Jk (a-b+) (Figure 1). Antibody screening tests and identification of alloantibodies against high prevalence antigens with DAT were negative in the mother’s plasma. This is known to react with Jk (a+b+) cell as 1:32 titers. The baby’s plasma reacted as 3+ titers in the gel agglutinin test with all panel and screen cells. The baby was treated with a double volume exchange transfusion from O+ blood donor immunoglobulins and phototherapy.

Blood samples and DNA extraction

Peripheral EDTA–treated anti–coagulated blood was stored at 4°C. Serological tests and DNA extraction were performed within 12 hours of blood acquisition. DNA was purified from theuffy coat using micro-magnetic technology from a commercial kit (Prepito DNA Blood 250 Kit, Chemagen, Germany) and an automatic instrument (ChemagicPrepito, Chemagen, Germany). All DNA samples were stored at –80°C until required for molecular analysis.

Antibody screening, identification, and phenotype analysis

The screen and identification panel cells used at the Blood Group Laboratory (BGL) of the Beijing Red Cross Blood Center (BRCBC) cover a vast proportion of antigen systems within Asia. These antigen systems include Rh, MNS, Duffy, Kidd, Kell, Lewis, P1, Xg, and Lutheran, and low–frequency antigens such as Dia and Mur (Bio–Rad Laboratories GmbH, Germany, and Jiangsu LiBio Medicine Biotechnology, China). Detection methods included conventional tube techniques performed at room temperature and gel column tests (Bio–Rad Laboratories GmbH, Germany and Jiangsu LiBio Biotech, China). The aberrant phenotype was confirmed using the column agglutination test (Bio–Rad Laboratories GmbH Munchen, Germany, and Jiangsu LiBio Biotech, China) and tube technique (Sanquin GmbH, Netherland). All other procedures, such as phenotyping, sample reception, report documentation, and report writing were based on the regulations and standard procedures specified by the BGL of the BRCBC.

Genotyping and molecular analysis

Kidd blood group genotyping was performed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with sequence–specific primers using a commercial kit (multi–erythrocyte antigenegenotype, Jiangsu LiBio Medicine Biotechnology, China). Sanger sequencing of Kidd exons 4 to 11 was performed using a commercial Kidd gene sequencing kit (Kidd E4–11 sequence, Jiangsu LiBioMedicine Biotechnology, China). Sequencing of PCR purified products was performed by Sangon Biotech (Beijing, China) and the results were analyzed using sequence analysis software (Geneious R9, New Zealand). The SLC14A1 allele sequence (GenBank No. NM 015865.1) template was used as a reference for analysis and to mark the mutations.

RESULTS

Jka and Jkb phenotyping and genotyping

Kidd phenotyping using the tube technique showed phenotypes of Jk (a–b+) in the baby and her father, and Jk (a–b–) in the baby’s mother (Fig. 1). In contrast, genotyping of SLC14A1 exon 9 (nt. 838) by PCR, with primers designed to identify the single Jka/Jkb nucleotide polymorphism, revealed that all family members were Jk (a–b+) (Fig. 2). Considering the difference between genotypings, phenotyping of Jk null ruled out deletion mutations at SNPs.

Sequence of SLC14A1 exons 4 to 11

![Fig. 1. Pedigree of the baby and her family based on ABO, Rh, and Kidd phenotypes. ABO, Rh, and Kidd phenotypes are indicated as the top, middle, and bottom designation, respectively, for each family member.](image-url)
The Jk null phenotype is very rare in all ethnic populations and is naturally, or secondarily, immune to anti-Jk3, which causes hemolytic reactions. The highest frequency of Jk (a−b−) occurs in Polyynesians at 0.27%. In other populations, the Jk (a−b−) frequency has been measured at 0.002% (Japanese), 0.003% (Finnish), and 0.02% (Thai)\(^4\). Epidemiological studies show that the frequency of the Jk null phenotype in southeastern China (Shenzhen) is 0.019% (out of 20453 blood donors)\(^5\), central China (Henan) is 0.03% (6391 blood donors)\(^6\), eastern China (Shanghai) is 0.0041% (24200 blood donors)\(^7\), southwestern China (Chengdu) is 0.02% (29498 blood donors)\(^8\), northern China is 0.0044% (Huhehot) (22309 blood donors)\(^9\), and in western China the Jk null phenotype has never been observed (Xinjiang; in 1062 blood donors)\(^10\). There are only two published articles reporting anti-Jk3 in China. Lo K et al.\(^11\) identified eight Jk null donors in 32000 Guangzhou blood donors, and antibody screen tests did not reveal anti-Jk3. Zhen X\(^12\) reported one pregnant women with anti-Jk3 in Guangzhou through routine prenatal examination and enlisted three Jk null donors to provide blood to support her through the remainder of pregnancy. Our research searching into the PubMed database revealed eight articles that discussed anti-Jk3. Two articles reported investigations of severe pre-transfusion anemia\(^13,14\). Three articles were relate to anemia in pregnant women, including severe hemolytic reaction due to anti-Jk3, and all three articles reported that the newborns remained unaffected\(^15-17\). To date, only mild HDN due to anti-Jk3 has been reported in newborns\(^18-20\). Our study is the first one to report HDN in the Chinese and to document severe hemolytic reactions in HDN.

In all, twenty-eight mutations causing Jk null phenotypes have been reported in the literature. These mutations include eight single nucleotide mutations and encompass three SNPs, which occur in introns 1, 7, and 5. Two of these mutations form nucleotide deletions over 1.6 kb in length spanning exons 4 and 5, and one SNP deletion occurs at nt. 327. The remaining 20 mutations caused Jk null phenotypes due to SNPs resulting in amino acid changes. The c.IVS5−1G>A mutation leads to an RNA splicing site error resulting in a loss of exon 6 from mRNA transcripts, and it is the major molecular etiology of Jk null phenotypes in China\(^21-23\). These results were supported by the pedigree investigation reported here (Figure 2, panel B). Interestingly, the SNP of intron 3 (at nt. 78 G>A) was first published in a Chinese Jk null report\(^24\). All family members described here, including the father and the baby with the normal Jk(a−b+) phenotypes were Kidd sequencing results demonstrated that all three family members were homozygous at the Jka/JkbSNP c.838 G>A. The mother was identified as homozygous for c.IVS5−1G>A, causing Jk null expression, and the newborn was heterozygous for this mutation. All three family members were homozygous for a mutation identified in intron 3 (nt. 78 G>A) (Fig. 3). The mutation of c.IVS5−1G>A plays an important role in RNA splicing, and results in the loss of exon 6 from mRNA transcripts. The glycoproteins produced by the Kidd gene form the urea transporter. In the absence of functional urea transport, the mother’s erythrocytes remained intact in a 2M urea solution.

**Fig. 3.** Pedigree of the baby and her family according to the probable Kidd exon 4 to 11 sequence. Panel A shows a part of the results from intron 3, the square indicates the −78 homozygous SNP in the family. Panel B shows a part of the intron 5 sequencing results, the square indicates the −1 homozygous and heterozygous SNP in the mother and baby as the key SNP in Jk null. Panel C shows a part of the exon 9 sequencing results, the square indicates the SNP at nt. 838, homozygous in all family members as the key SNP in Jka/Jkb.

**Discussion**
homozygous for the G>A change. It is suggested that the intron 3 c.78 G>A is a silent mutation in Chinese people. These results show that further investigation of Kidd gene sequences in China is required.

Our study shows that anti–Jk3 causes severe HDN and it is necessary to sequence the Kidd gene to identify and confirm the Jk null mechanism.
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